
             Year R Homework letter  
                 17th January 2020 
 

This Week  
This week there has been an Evil Pea on the loose! After reading ‘Supertato’ the chil-
dren decided they wanted to make their own ‘Superveg’. The next morning the chil-
dren found that their Superveg had been trapped under boxes, taped to the floor or 
tied up with string! The children investigated the crime scene and concluded that an 
Evil Pea must have escaped from the kitchen freezer!  

English  
To make the rest of the school aware that there is an Evil Pea on the loose we decided 
to write ‘Wanted’ posters. The children wrote a description of what he looked like 
and the naughty things he had been up to. We practised writing  short, simple sen-
tences by saying the words we wanted to write in our heads, then aloud and then 
counted the words in the sentence on our fingers. We discussed capital letters and 
full stops and some children included them in their writing.  
Phonics 
This week in Phonics we have learnt the phonemes oa, oo, ar and or. We learnt the 
actions and played blending games which included these phonemes. We learnt that 
the ‘oo’ phoneme can make a long sound (as in ‘moon’) or a short sound (as in ‘book’). 
It would be great if you could reiterate this at home when reading with your child 
and maybe they could point out words with these phonemes in.  
Maths  
Our Maths learning has been all about adding this week. The children had a visit 
from Supertato, who asked if they would help him use addition to work out how 
many veggies he had kept safe this week. First we added numbers within 10 using 
our fingers, Numicon and objects. We then started to learn about addition using a 
numberline to count on. We looked at a number sentence and put our finger on the 
first number and then looked at the second number to see how many we needed to 
count on. We also did this by physically jumping on using the number tiles as a num-
berline and counting on using jumps.  

Love Project 
As part of our termly Love Project we are sup-
porting the local charity Loveworks which 
helps those in need of food and can offer assis-
tance with paying utility bills. We are running 
our ‘Tin a Week’ project and are asking that 
each family bring a tin of food into school each 
week. Items which are particularly needed in-
clude: tins of meat, cereals, jam, pasta sauce, 
tins of fruit, rice pudding, tins of vegetables, 
coffee, small bags of sugar and rice. Thank you 
to those families who have already contributed 
and please may I encourage you to continue to 
do so.  

Dates to remember 

w/c 20/01/20 — Internal clubs 
start 

27/01/20 — PTFA Cinema 3.30 – 
5.30 pm  

03/02/20 — PTFA - Bags2school 9 
am  

07/02/20 — PTFA Quiz Night 
7.30 – 10 pm  

17 — 21/02/20 — HALF TERM  

Have a lovely weekend!  

Mrs Summers and Mr Eddington 


